Psychodrama.world
Dear FEPTO Colleagues,
Over the last few years, a FEPTO project group has been working on the
development of a website that can become an information platform on psychodrama.
The basic idea of it was to create an internet platform where knowledge and
experience about psychodrama can be shared. This website is now online:
Psychodrama.world
Originally, we intended to make something like a Psychodrama-Wikipedia. Then we
moved away from that idea a bit and approached the online newspaper format.
Imagine: Every day you can read something new about psychodrama: just open
Psychodrama.world and see what the latest articles are.
Or imagine you want to learn more about the method of role reversal? Go to
Psychodrama.world and enter the search term role reversal - and lo and behold:
some articles appear.
Or imagine you are a school teacher and you are at the beginning of your
psychodrama training. You are interested in how psychodrama can be used in the
school context. Go to Psychodrama.world, click on Practice / Professional Field - and
some articles appear.
Or maybe you are interested in the development of psychodrama in the wider world?
Click on History and maybe you will find an article about psychodrama in Switzerland,
Argentina or Australia.
Or let's imagine you just finished your psychodrama training and you are proud of
your thesis and want to share it with others: go to Psychodrama.world, click on My
Contribution and give your thesis the chance to fly around the world.
The starting point of the website was the version in "FEPTO-English". Thanks to a
large initial financial contribution from the Swiss Psychodrama Association PDH, the
technical development of the website could be started. However, PDH made it a
condition that the website would also be developed in versions in the Swiss national
languages. The realisation of these different language versions was also possible
thanks to financial support from the German and Italian Psychodrama Associations.
So today we have a multilingual website: English, German, French and Italian. There
are plans to extend this linguistic diversity, for example to Spanish and Portuguese,
but that is a vision for the future.
Everybody can use the site Psychodrama.world for free, to present their articles,
thesis, videos and podcasts and also to learn from current and well-founded
contributions, as well as to connect with other professionals to exchange and develop
the fields of their interest. Psychodrama.world is designed for FEPTO Institutes,
students, trainers, researchers, practitioners and all persons interested in
Psychodrama.
The first project phase - the development of the website structure - is now finished. In
a second phase, this structure must now be tested in daily use in order to be able to
make necessary adjustments. Therefore, for this second phase, we now need as
many authors as possible to submit contributions and many users to put the website
through its pages.

We need your commitment:
ꞏ Please make the website known to your colleagues, trainees and
students
ꞏ Make a link on your website to Psychodrama.world
ꞏ Submit a contribution (article, podcast, video)
ꞏ Give us feedback
ꞏ Support the website with a financial contribution
ꞏ Become a member of our project group, with a mail
to: marcomariagreco@katamail.com
When a contribution is submitted, it comes up to date with a member of our project
team. He or she will check the contribution and publish it. It is planned that we will
form editorial teams, but these are not yet functional at the moment. Please: if you
submit a contribution then let us know how your experience is and what we can
improve. And if you use the website - let us know what difficulties you have
encountered and what we should change.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Stay healthy and eat lots of chocolate at Easter!
Best wishes on behalf of the Psychodrama.world project group
Roger Schaller
schaller@ipda.ch
Agenda of the Psychodrama.world project group:
o Online meeting on Wednesday 6 April at 8.30 p.m. - if you want to join us,
please contact marcomariagreco@katamail.com
o Meeting as a small group during the FEPTO Annual Meeting in Ohrid, 15-19
May 2022
o Meeting at the FEPTO Research Meeting in Torino 13-15 October 2022

